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Ue have before us censolidated appeals from the
l

Licensing Ecard's January 11 and May 14, 1982 decisions,

which together authorized the issuance of full power

cperating licenses for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating

Station, Units 2 and 3. LBP-82-3, 15 NRC 61; LBP-82-39, 15
'
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::KC 1163 (1952). Those decisions, respectively, dealt with

matters related to the seismic design of the plants and

their emergency plan. In denying stay requests sought as to
,

each, we canvassed many of the issues that are again pressed
,

before us on the merits of the appeals.-1/- Because of

that overlap and our reliance in this opinion on the stay

decisions to dispose of-many of the issues on appeal, we

briefly recount those earlier decisions. Our opinion deals
,

with the seisnic issues first, then those on emergency

planning. We conclude by affirming the Licensing Board's
1

decisions, subject to certain license conditions that are-

designed to buttress San Onofre's emergency preparedness.

I

! Cur stay decision on seismic issues focused on the .

ability of crucial power plant safety systems to withstand

the most severe earthquake that might affect San Onofre

during its cperating lifetime -- what NRC regulations term

the " safe shutdown earthquake." 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix

A, 5 III(c). This, in turn, involved two broad questions --
,

|

(1) whether the Cristianitos fault, about one-half mile from

the plant, was capable of generating earthquake activity,
.

,
and if nct (2) whether the Offshore Zone of Deformation

|

1/ Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear~

--

,
Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-673, 15 NRC

' 688 (1982), and ALAB-680, 16 NRC -- (July 16,
1982) (stay decisions).

!
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(OOD) , the geologic feature that otherwise controlled San

Onofre's seismic design, could generate etronger ground
,

motion than San Onofre was designed to accommodate. We

concluded that although the Licensing Board erroneously

foreclosed intervenors from fully litigating the capability

of the Cristianitos fault, that ruling did not prejudice

intervenors. From our review of the record to that point,

we found that the great weight of the evidence supported the

vieu that the Cristianitos fault was not act ve; moreover,

intervenors had neither presented, nor offered to present,

contrary evidence of any moment. ALAB-673, supra, 15 NRC at

694-702. 2/

We next considered the second issue -- whether an

carthquake occuring on the OZD could be expected to shake

the plant site with ground accelerations greater than

two-thirds of gravity, the acceleration that characterizes

the earthquake the plant was designed to withstand. .The

~~2/ While our decision on seismic issues was in the context
of ruling on a stay motion, it neverthelest contained a
detailed analysis of the merits of intervenors' claims.
Thus, we remarked (ALAB-673, supra, 15 NRC at 714):

In view of the extended length of time it takes
for a nuclear power plant to proceed from fuel
loading and testing to achievement of criticality
-- some three to four months -- we have been able
to gain a greater familiarity with the record and
the issues than is normally the case when ruling
upon a stay motion.

, _. . . -- --
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Licensing Board examined and approved the propriety of that

design basis earthquake based upon the characteristics of

the OZD, the historic record, and the various earthquake

methodologies that had been developed separately by the

applicants and the NRC staff. LBP-82-3, supra, 15 NRC at

99-15C. We tco concluded, preliminarily, that the design

was properly conservative.

In particular, we reached the following tentative

determinations. We rejected intervenors' argument that the

Licensing Board underestimated the design basis earthquake
f

by treating ths OZD as segmented, contrary to an agreement

ancng the parties. Instead, we found nothing in the Board's

decision to contravene the carties' agreement that, for

purposes of conservative nuclear design, the three segments.

I of the OZD should be considered related in some fashion and

capable of an carthquake the magnitude of which could ba

| commensurate with the length of the zone. ALAB-673, supra,

15 NRC at 702-06. We also rejected intervenors' argument

~ hat the Board underestimated the maximum magnitudet

earthquake that might be expected on theiOZD by accepting

| the testimcny of the principal staff witness, Dr. David B.

Elemrens, who intervenors claimed had calculated the "mean"

i earthquake rather than a more conservative event. We

explain ~ed how intervenors had misapprehended Dr. Slemmons'

methodology, set out the many conservatisms in his testi-

mony, and concluded that it would not have been correct
;

__ _. - -
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cr reasonable to add an additional standard deviation to the

earthquake magnitude he had estimated. Id. at 707-09. 3/

The determination of the maximum magnitude earthquake

that might affect San Onofre is only one step toward the

most critical portion of the seismic design: establishing

the ground motion properties of the sito. This latter

determination-is meant to express the impact at the plant

site of the maximum earthquake should it occur on.the

controlling fault at the point nearest the site. Ground

motion properties are usually summarized through the choice

of a peak ground acceleration (PGA), or "g" value, expressed

as a percentage of the acceleration produced by gravity.
' Our stay decision discussed, and found unwarran'ted, four

separate objections that intervenors had raised to the

Licensing Board's choice of a peak ground acceleration of

,

1 3/ Dr. Slemmons' methodology, we said, " (1) chose the mean
--

of the maximum magnitude earthquakes that had occurred'

on similar faults, (2) assumed the OZD to be a

| throughgoing fault, (3) added a standard deviation to
the calculated earthquake rupture length, and (4)'

included in his data longer length faults that had the
effect of overstating magnitude." Id. at 709.

;

.

_ , _ , . .,. ----e. - _ - . _ , ,..,,_.-_._..--_.-,_..__,-,_,,_,,_,%,.w, ,. , , - , , , , - . _ , . , _-,-,,.-,--7, -- . - - . -- _ -- -
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twc-thirds the force cf gravity (0.67 ). Id. at.709-14. d/9

On appeal, intervenors again press these claims and

raise new ones as well. Their principal contention, how-

ever, and the one to which intervenors' oral argument was
i

i

_4/ From our review of the record to that point, we found
that the Licensing Board had fairly evaluated the
testimony of United States Geological Survey (USGS)
scientist Dr. David M. Boore and of Board witness Dr.
Enrique Luco. In discounting the reliability of Dr.

' Boore's higher estimate of peak ground acceleration we
noted, among other things, that Dr. Boore himself
stated that his " prediction equations are not
constrained by data, and the results should be treated
with caution." Id. at 711t Dr. Luco's views on peak ground
acceleration were offered without elaboration, and he

_

declined to recommend any particular value for San Onofre's
design. Id. at 712-13.

We also concluded that high peak vertical accelerations.
were not significant for the structural safety of San
Onofre. This was for three reasons. First, the~ vertical
peaks that had been observed elsewhere were of very high-
frequency and had little structural damage associated witht

them. Second, the design.of San Onofre assumes that the
significant ground motion from all components occurs
simultaneously, while in fact the recorded high vertical

|

| peaks, such as that from the Imperirl Valley earthquake of
| 1979, occurred early on, before the maximum horizontal

| totions. Third, the design spectra for San Onofre,
horizontal and vertical, lie above that associated with the

|
Imperial Valley earthquake of 1979 at all frequencies for
relevant distances. Id. at 712.

.

Finally, we found that the possible " focusing" of
l seismic waves with attendant increased earthquake

ground motion would not be a problem for San Onofre-

because the power plants stand off to the side of the
OZD (the controlling geologic feature that might generate
earthquake activity) and thus are not positioned to
experience the effects of focusing. Id. at 713-14.

|

.-- . . _ - . . . _ - - . - . - - - . - . . - - , _ - - . - _ - _ - . . , - ____,--.- _ . - . - .. - - -_. -
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almest wholly devoted, is the claim that they were wrongly

and prejudicially foreclosed from litigating the capability

of the Cristianitos fault. Because of the prominence

intervenors give to this argument, some additional

discussion by us is warranted.

A. The Cristianitos Fault

1. Foreclosure

At the outset, we adhere to the view expressed in our

stay decision that the Licensing Board erred in foreclosing

intervenors from fully litigating the capability of the

Cristianitos fault (id. at 694):

The crux of the Board's ruling was its belief that
where an issue, such as the capability of the
Cristianitos fault, was known at the construction
permit stage and underwent intensive staff
scrutiny anyone who could have litigated the issue
(even if as here, no one had) was foreclosed at
the operating license stage absent newly
discovered evidence [ emphasis in original).

That ruling, we said, was "at odds with generally recognized

judicial principles and is premised upon the belief that

organizations or persons who share a general point of view

adecuately represent one another in Commission licensing

proceedings." Id. at 695. We explained that, even in its

broadest readings, the judicial " standard for determining

whether persons or organizations are so closely related in

.
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interest as adequately to represent one another -- and thus

to foreclose further litigation - . has not. .

encompassed the situation of a generally shared viewpoint."

Id. at 695-96 (footnote omitted). Rather, it requires

virtual representation of one group by another.

The Licensing Board, together with the staff and

the applicants, are of the view that Commission licensing

proceedings warrant a more relaxed standard than would be

applied in a court case. This is so, it is argued, because

our proceedings are meant to adjudicate matters of public

interest rather.than private rights. The staff and Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safeguards review at the construction

permit stage of significant safety matters, we are told, is

sufficient to discharge that public interest function. See.

L3P-82-3, suora, 15 NRC at 80-82. We do not agree.

While it is certainly true that nuclear licensing

proceedings entail natters of generalized public interest,

| Congress recognized that construct' ion or operation of a
1

nuclear power plant can affect individuals and their private

interests as well. Section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act,

as atended, 42 U.S.C. 2239 (a) , accords any such person a

right to be heard on the cuestion whether a license to

construct or operate a nuclear power plant should be

granted. To be sure, that right to be heard is subject to

the imposition of reasonable procedural requirements, BPI

v. AEC, 502 F.2d 424, 428 (D.C. Cir. 1974), and the judicial

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
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doctrines cf res judicata'and collateral estoppel would be

amenable to such administrative modification. Thus, our

stay decision suggested that the Commission may entirely

eliminate certain issues from operating license

consideration on the ground that they are suited for

examination only.at the earlier construction permit stage.

Short of that, the Commiscion has considerable discretion to

provide by rule that any issues which were or could have

been raised by a party to the construction permit proceeding

will not be entertained at the operating license stage

except upon such a showing as " changed circumstances" or

" newly discovered evidence". ALAB-673, supra, 15 NRC at

696. But our point, then as now, is that, insofar as safety

issues are concerned, the Commission has not chosen to

pursue either course. And Commission practice has been to
,

determine the litigability of issues at the operating

license stage with reference to conventional res judicata
I

and collateral estoppel principles. Id. at 696-97. Given

that practice, the Commission's undoubted power to change it

(at least prospectively), and the statutory right of

I
interested persens t6 be heard in Commission licensing

i

proceedings, we are unwilling to adopt the foreclosurei

:
|

.

_
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principle advanced by the Licensing Board. El
,

2. Lack of Prciudice

We also adhere _to our view that the Board's erroneous
,

foreclosure ruling had little, if any, impact on the

proceeding and did not prejudice intervenors. Our stay

decisien explained that intervenors' affirmative case on the

capability of the Cristianitos fault was fully set out in

the record, and that they had had a satisfactory opportunity

to cross-examine Dr. Shawn Biehler, the applicants'

consultant whose testimony covered the Cristianitos fault in
f

its full historical range. The only evidentiary gap

concerned pre-1973 information bearing on the fault's

capability which might have been elicited from the NRC staff

,
witnesses on cross-examination. Id. at 697. As to that,

,

.

5/ We need not decide here whether an intervenor is
~-

j obliged to plead the basis for a contention with a
greater degree of specificity than-is typically
required where its subject matter (here the capability
of the Cristianitos fault), has previously been
investigated at an earlier licensing stage. That was
net the ground of the Licensing Board's foreclosure
ruling and the occurrence of the two earthquakes in
1975 near San Juan Capistrano could have provided the
factual predicate for meeting such a higher threshold

,

! requirement. See p. infra.

Had it been necessary for them to reach the question of
a more stringent threshold, Dr. Johnson and Dr. Gotchy
would have held that such a requirement does exist and,
further, that the proposed testimony of Mr. Simons,
taken as the sole basis for a contention that the
Cristianitos fault was active,.would not have been
sufficient to meet it. See ALAB-673, supra, 15 NRC'at
700-01.

|
'

|
|

. _ - - _- _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ __. _ . _ , _ ._. .
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intervenors have never offered to show what, if anything,

they might have proven. If it had been anything of

substance, we expect that they would have alluded to it in

their brief or at oral argument.

3. Non-Capable Fault

Indeed, intervenors' ' case on the claimed capability of

the Cristianitos fault centered on post-1973 events -- more

particularly, on two small earthquakes of magnitude 3.3 and

3.$ which occurred on January 3, 1975 near San Juan

Capistrano. See p. __ infra. It was intervenors' position

that, given the uncertain location of the Cristianitos fault.

at depth, those events could have occurred on it. 6/ As we

explained in our stay decision (id. at 699) :

The earthquakes were of concern to the staff: had
the Cristianitos fault generated them it would

,

--6/ Applicants' witnesses described the Cristianitos fault'

as c "vestward-facing listric normal fault." Testimony

| of Dr. Ferry L. Ehlig, on Contention 4 at 13. See Tr.
'

1090-91. According to Dr. Ehlig, faults of this type
would tend to flatten (i.e., the plane of the fault
becomes parallel to the earth's surface). On
cross-examination the witness pointed out that while an
oil well drilling gave at least one constraint on the

1

i possible depth of the flattened fault, there was really
j no data that could be used to fix its actual depth.
' Tr. 1091, 1096, 1099. See Testimony of Dr. Ehlig on

Cententien 4, Figure PLE-M. He did agree, however,'

that under the concept of a flattening of the fault
plane extending to the west, the proposed location of
the hypocenters of the 1975 earthquakes could be fairly
close to the fault plane. Tr. 1099. Dr. Biehler also

i discussed this possibility in his direct testimony and
upon cross-examination by intervenors' counsel. Tr.4

.

3656-57, 3933-36.
*

,

!

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _ .
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ccnstitute significant evidence that at least a portion
of the fault was capable.- The applicant's

'
investigations included a geomorphic study, an
evaluation of microseismic events, a study of
focal nechanisms, the constraction of a subsurface ~
contour map, an updating of historic seismicity, ~
and geophysical surveys. '

,

The most telling of these investigations was the focal

mechanisr study performed by Dr. Biehler. A focal

mechanism study describes the manner in which the ground

moves during an earthcuake and is based on the sense

(compression or extension) of the first earthquake motions

received at those seismographic stations that record the

event. If the recording stations are sufficient in number

and well located, a focal mechanism plot can be developed to

determine the possible orientation of the fault on which the
i
.

motion tcok place, and the type of motion (e.g. , strike- .

i

i slip, normal, thrust). See generally Tr. 3652-56.

In the case of the 1975 events, there were first motion

data fror thirty surrcunding stations sufficient to develop

focal mechanism plots for each. Testimony of Dr. Biehler on

Centention 1 at 7; Tr. 3656. -7/ Ordinarily ~such plots

can only establish the orientation of two possible fault

planes for the to:icn. Here, because there were two events

c'esely related in tine and space, having virtually_

| _2/ Intervenors' witness Mark R. Legg apparently did a
~

! focal mechanism study too, but it was not offered into
'

evidence. Mr. Legg indicated that his focal mechanisms
were consistent with those of Dr. Biehler. Tr. i

5235-36.

I

i

t
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identical fecal mechanism solutions, a firmar determination

is possible. Both of the possible fault plane orientations

developed for the two events were oblique to the direction

of the Cristianitos fault which trends approximately

north-south. One direction, however, was consistent with

locating both events on the same, northeast-trending feature

aligned with the Trabuco Canyon. Tr. 3657-60.

Moreover, the type of earthquake motion determined for

both events was " strike-slip with a significant thrust

component." Testimony of Dr. Biehler on Contention 1 at 7.

The Cristianitos fault is normal, or listric normal, and

hence the type of motion that might take place there is

unlike the motion observed from the focal solutions. See

id. at 8; Tr. 3661-62. See also note 6, supra.

Thus, in'two crucial aspects -- fault orientation and

type of fault notion -- the focal mechcnism solutions of the

1975 events der.cnstrate that the Cristianitos fault was not

the source of notion. In addition, as staff witness Dr.

Leon Reiter pointed out, if the Cristianitos fault were

flattened encugh to bring it close to the projected location

cf the 1975 carthquakes (see note 6, supra), it would have

to be rearly ir a horizontal plane. The focal mechanism
,

solutions, however, indicate motion on a steeply vertical

( fault. Tr. 5745-46. Dr. Reiter concluded that "one would
1

have to be arbitrary with the location of the fault and

disregard the focal mechanisms to find association of these

particular earthquakes consistent with the fault plane,
;

1 -

___ ,
-

_ _ __ _ _ ___ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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h: water cne wculd project it." Tr. 5746. -8/

--8/ As noted in cur' stay decision, intervenors' witness,
Mark R. Legg, claimed that the change in the regional
stress field since the formation of the Cristianitos
fault could lead the fault to exhibit a different
motion now. ALAB-673, supra, 15 NRC at 701-02.
However, !!r. Legg conceded on cross-examination that he
had no historical evidence that a listric normal fault
(such as the Cristianitos is thought to be) had later
undergene left lateral oblique thrust, the type of
movement his view posited. Tr. 5246-47. In essence,
the direction of fault motion would have to be reversed
to support Mr. Legg's hypothesis. See Tr. 5246.

Mr. Legg's hypothesis was not supported by other
witnesses. Dr. Ehlig described the Cristianitos fault
in its present posture as Being " buttressed and [ unable
to] move." Testimony of Dr. Ehlig on Contention 4 at
29. See alsc Tr. 1102-03. This assessment is also
reflected in the testimony of applicants' witness Jay
L. Smith, who stated that renewed movement on the
Cristianitos is precluded due to stress changes since
its formation. Testimony of Mr. Smith, fol. Tr. 887,
at 38. Dr. Biehler, when similarly questioned, ,

responded that the Cristianitos was not aligned to slip
under the current stress regime. Tr. 3989.

The applicants' rebuttal witness, Dr. David M. Hadley,
also addressed Mr. Legg's testimony on the movement of
the Cristianitos under the new stress regime. Dr.
Hadley pointed out that Mr. Legg considered only one of
the three relevant stress dimensions. He thus found
Mr. Legg's theory to be "quite incomplete." Tr.
6392-93. Dr. Hadley was of the view that when the
relevant stress orientations were considered, the
Cristianitos fault, itself oriented north-south, is not
favorably oriented for movement under a north-south
compressive stress regime. Tr. 6392-94. Dr. Hadley
was not cross-examined, nor was his testimony otherwise
challenged.

Thus, cur further examination of Mr. Legg's testimony
confirms the tentative conclusion we reached in our
stay decision that the Cristianitos fault is not an
active fault.

.

-. . __ _ _ _ - , -_ _ _ - _ _ - . - . - - - __ _ ,.y -
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E. Other Possible Controlling Faults

Intervenors also claim that-the applicants failed to

investigate adequately the possibility that other geologic

- features closer to San Cnofre than the OZD (which is eight

kilometers distant) could control the plants' seismic

design. Specifically, intervenors contend that the

applicants' investigations do not rule out the possibility

E! isthat (1) the Cristianitos Zone of Deformation (CZD)

. a branch of the OZD capable of generating earthquake

activity, and (2) the CZD runs under San Onofre or connects
i

with enshore features near San Onofre that are capable of

causing the ground to rupture, Carstens, et al. Brief in

Support of Exceptions (Feb. 25, 1982) at 50-57

(Intervenors' Brief on Seismic Issues). In essence,

intervenors claim that movement on the OZD might initiate

movement on the CZD, causing movement ultimately on the

Cristianites fault or other features onshore, and hence at

.

--9/ The Cristianitos Zone of Deformation is not synonymous
with the Cristianitos fault and its name is not
intended to imply a structural relationship with the

,
Cristianitos fault. The name was coined by two

! geologists, Drs. H. G. Greene and M. P. Kennedy, simply
because the Cristianitos fault is nearby the CZD. Tr.
2339-40. The CZD refers to "an area of the sea floor
lying to the south of the San Onofre site and between
the site and the OZD." LBP-82-3, supra, 15 NRC at

; 90-91.
i

s

|

|
|

.

. - - - .- . , . - . - _ _ - . - - _ - . .. _- ..- --
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the San Onofre site.10/-

1

To establish a possible connection between the OZD and

the CZD, intervenors principally rely upon a review }
performed at the staff's request by Drs. H. G. Greene and M.

P. Kennedy of the USGS and the California Division-of Mines

and Geology, respectively. Tr. 6450-51. The results of

that review, and of a subsequent update using additional

high resolution data specifically aimed at exploring the

| relationship of the OZD and CZD, are set out as Appendices

i

~~10/ 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A, S III(g) defines " capable
fault", in' pertinent part, as a fault that has
exhibited one or more of the following characteristics:

(1) Movement at or near-the ground surface at
,

least once within the past 35,000 years or>

- movement of a recurring nature within the past .

500,000 years.
,

(2) Macro-seismicity instrumentally determined
with records of sufficient precision to
demonstrate a direct rela'tionship with the fault.

(3) A structural relationship to a capable fault
according to characteristics (1) or (2) of this
paragraph such that movement on one could be
reasonably expected to be accompanied by movement
on the other.

All parties are in agreement that the OZD contains ati

least ene capable fault (i.e. , .it shows evidence of
- recent movement). See Staff Exh. 1, " Safety Evaluation

,

Report," NUREG-0712 (February 1981) , at 2-34, 2-50i

thrcugh 2-51 [SERJ. The questions at issue here are
whether the investigations have been sufficient to
determine whether the OZD is structurally related to
th'e CZD, and whether movement on the OZD could be
reascnably expected to lead to movement on the CZD.
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F and G to the NRC staff's Safety Evaluation Report [SER),

note 10, supra.

Drs. Greene and Kennedy concluded that "[t]he seismic.

reflection data . show that a fairly continuous fault. .

zone extends south to southeastward offshore' from [ San

Oncfre] to within 1 km of the 'OID,' where a projected

connaction is possible." SER, Appendix F at F-8.E1!

While the applicants thought that no connection existed,12/

in actuality their position was not much at odds from that

of Drs. Greene and Kennedy. No witness's confidence level

was high because of the difficulty of interpreting the data.

~~11/ Elsewhere", Drs. Greene and Kennedy stated that the
CZD " appears to merge with, or is truncated by, the
OZD." Tr. 2397. And again (Tr. 2398),

in using our word " merge," for instance, what we
see is that the CZD is appearing to run into the
OZD. We do not see an absolute intersection, .aus
for instance two railroad tracks coming together.
We do not put a point on where the two railroad
tracks come together.

So we use the word " merge," or there could be a
" truncation" of some sort there. But we cannet
define that, and that is why we use " appear" in

! that relationship.

--12/ Dr. David G. Moore concluded that "the CZD shows its
.

nearest faulting on the central shelf to be
approximately 10,000 ft, o [r] 3.6 km away from the

'

[OZD]. Therefore, he "cannot support a"
. . .

postulated connection between the [OZD] and the faulte
of the central shelf area (of the CZD)." Testimony of
Dr. Moore on Contention 2 at 46.

. . _ _ - - . . - ..- _ . - . . . - . . . - - . .. -- - - ._. . .___--__. - - . -
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See Tr. 2962, 2975-76.13/
2

This lack of certainty does not mean, as intervenors

contend, that the applicants' investigation of a possible -

CZD/0ZD relationship was inadequate. To the contrary, the

Licensing Board accurately described the applicants' effort

to explore this issue as " massive". LBP-82-3, supra, 15 NRC

at 91. More than 1,000 kiloneters of.-seismic profile

transects of the San Onofre shelf region were taken with an

average line spacing of about 400 meters. Testimony of Dr.

Moore on Contention 2 at 7, 9, 49. Indeed, Dr. Greene
i

testified that the seismic profiling in the San Onofre area

provided the " greatest density of track lines that I've ever

dealt with as far as an area of this size. I've not had the-

fortune to have this much data available to me." Tr. 2282.

Dr. Kennedy was also of the view that the data were

extensive. Tr. 2282-83. The inability to arrive at a more

definitive assessment was attributable not to a faulty

investigation, but to the nature of the area being

investigated. See note 13, supra. See also Tr. 2282-86.

13/ Applicants' e:: pert Dr. Moore suggested that the
pot ible connection between the CZD and OZD postulated
by Drs. Greene and Kennedy results from a misinter-
pretation of the seismic data as a result of signal
cross-overs on the relatively steep land of the San
Oncfre Shelf Syncline. However, he conceded that
because the geometry of the structures has generated
side echo cross-overs, the data are somewhat ambiguous.
Testimony of Dr. Moore on Contention 2 at 46-47.
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While the possibility of a CZD/OZD interconnection

cannot totally be discounted, it is nonetheless not of

critical safety significance. At the asserted point of

merger the CZD is overlaid by unfaulted strata of the late

Miocene age. Testimony of Dr. Moore on Contention 2 at

47-48-49. This means that any active faulting in the area

ceased several million years ago. On that basis, the CZD

may be disregarded as a prospective source of earthquake

activity. See Tr. 2971, 3074-75; LBP-82-3, supra, 15 NRC at .

91. See generally 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A, S III

(g). 1A

Intervenors also claim that the applicants did not

investigate thoroughly the possibility of connection between

the CZD and onshore features. Again, intervenors rely upon

the testimony of Drs. Greene and Kennedy, who mapped the CZD

to within 12,000 feet of San Onofre and claimed that a

further extension north, towards the shcreline, "could be

one of many possibilities." Tr. 2409. See SER, Appendix F

--14/ Staff uitness Robert !!. Morris of the USGS concurred
that the CZD is not capable. He would not expect
movement on the OZD to initiate movement on the CZD.
Tr. 6036-37. See alst SER, Appendix G at G-4.

_ _ _ . . . __ - -__ _ _. __ _ . _ . _ . .
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at F-24; :nterveners' 3rief on Seismic Issues at 55-56.15/-

That rather hesitant evaluation 15 is dispelled by

substantial evidence that is fully detailed in the Licensing

Board's decision. LBP-82-3, supra, 15 NRC at 175-79. See

generally id. at 168-81.

Contrary to intervenors' position, we find that the

C2D/onshcre connection possibility was adequately explored.

The combined testimony of applicants' witnesses Drs. Roy J.

Shlemon and Moore demonstrates that there are undisturbed

platforms offshore between San Onofre and the CZD that are
f

40,000 to 80,00.0 years old. Testimony of Dr. Shlemon on

| Centention 2 at 9-10; Testimony of Dr. Moore on Contention 2

at 21-22, 48; Tr. 3171-72, 3183-87. See also Tr. 6463-66,

|

|

|
| 15/ Intervenors again argued the absence of definitive
j data. According to Dr. Kennedy, as to near shore
| features there was (Tr. 2409)
1

i a very small amount of data . . and . the. . .

I data that is present is of fairly poor quality

|
because of the very shallow water and a very high

! level of ambient noise near the wave zone.
| Dr. Kennedy further conditioned his response by statin-- 16/

(Tr. 24CE):

We haven't worked north of where the Cristianitos
zene of deformation has been shown on this map so
again, in a purely speculative fashion, this is
cne cf several possibilities, I would imagine.

- , . - - _ ._- . _ _ _ - . . _. . - - _ . _.- . . . --
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6508. Dr. Shlemon also identified a wave-cut platform in

the sea cliff, along the coastline, which was formed during

the last major interglacial period about 125,000 years ago.

Tr. 3189-92; testimony of Dr. Shlemon on Contention 2 at

7-8. That feature exhibits no sign of offsets or
,

displacements that would suggest the CZD projects onshore.

See Tr. 3202-05. See also Testimony of Dr. Shlemon on

Contention 2 at 10.b1I Dr. Shlemon thought it " highly

unlikely" that there are undetected displacements of the
'

125,000--year platform in the vicinity of the sea cliffs.

Tr. 3211. 18/ Nor is there evidence that the faults or--

i

folds of the CZD project onshore in any of the marine and

river terraces in the San Onofre area. Tr. 3208-09.

Similarly, Dr. Moore testified that his seismic profiles of

the immediate offshore area showed no evidence of faults or

folds. Tr. 2970, 3009-12. He was clear from his

investigations that the CZD features die out well before

they approach the shoreline. Tr. 2978. See also Tr.

3082-83.

11/ Only in the area of the San Mateo flood plain where
erosion has washed away the terrace is the platform not
continuous. Tr. 3202.

1E/ Consistent with Dr. Shlemon's testimony, there is
record evidence that terrace 1 has a minimum age of--

120,000 years. See Applicants Exh. 27 at 8-9, 15.

-
-- _ - - - - _ . - - _ .
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Interver.crs ' claim that applicants' failed to

investigate adequately a possible connection between the CZD

and particular onshore features (denominated "A" and "B") is '

! also refuted by substantial evidence.of record. The

Licensing Board fully recounts that investigation (which,
,

we would note, consumed 221 person / days) in its decision.

LBP-82-3, supra, 15 NRC at 151-59. In essence, the "A" and

f "B" features have entirely horizontal senses of motion not

compatible with motion on the Cristianitos fault or any

other shear zone. They are not the surface manifestation of
f

either a fault or zone of deformation located within or

i beneath the San Mateo formation.19/ Rather, these-

features are discontir.uous, ancient " joints" not faults:

they are minor elements of the San Mateo formation, that die

out at the sea cliff and have no safety significance.

Testimony of Jay L. Smith on Contention 3 at 12. See

generally Tr. 2698-705.

C. Determination of Maximum Magnitude Earthquake

Our stay decision tentatively rejected intervenors'

arguments that contested the Licensing Board's determination

of the maximum magnitude earthquake that might be expected

19/ The San Mateo formation is a formation of marine
--'

bedrock laid down several million years ago. See
Te'stimony of Dr. Ehlig on Contention 4 at 14; Tr. 3205.s

- . _ - . . _ _ - . - . . - . - - - . _ - _ _
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See pp. __, supra.20/ On appeal they renewen the OZD. -

those arguments, and press as well a claim not raised in the

stay papers -- that the Licensing Board's reliance on the

slip rate method propounded by applicants' witness, Edward

G. Heath, consitutes reversible error. 21/ We are satisfied-

--20/ Intervenors' had asserted that the Board erred in (1)
treating the OZD as-segmented, contrary to the parties'
understanding, and (2) crediting Dr. Slammons'
testimony, which assertedly was not sufficiently

. conservative.

21/ Mr. Heath's approach is based on comparing the degree
of fault activity on the OZD with that of similar
faults in the southern California region and in similar
tectonic environments around the world. From his'

degree of activity correlations, Mr. Heath concluded
that slip rate can be used to provide an estimate of
the maximum magnitude earthquake that may be associated
with the OZD. Testimony of Mr. Heath on Contention 4
at 6-7; Tr. 1339-41.

As the Licensing Board further explained (LBP-82-3,
supra, 15 NRC at 85) :

Slip rate.is a quantitative measure of fault
activity and is derived from the geologic record.

; Bacically, one needs to know how much displacement
'

has occurred on a particular fault and over how
long a time period.

The slip rate method devised by Mr. Heath studies the
(ibid.)

relationships between slip rates and magnitudes of
earthquakes that have actually occurred on
particular faults.

***

(FCOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

:

_. - . _ . . - - . . -. - -. -
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that the discussion in our stay decision fairly disposes.of

i the issues regarding the maximum magnitude earthquake there
1

addressed. ALAB-673, supra, 15 NRC at 702-09. We therefore

confine our discussion here to the issues raised by

intervenors' new argument.

Preliminarily, hcwever, we must note that the Board

relied on several analytical techniques in addition to that

of Mr. Heath in reaching its conclusion that an M 7s

earthquake is appropriately conservative.22/ These include--

'

the fault length / magnitude study performed by Dr. Slemmons,

the historical analysis of seismicity in the Southern

California area that is set out in (among other places)

. 21/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINCED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) .
--

[T]he Applicants' . basic conceptual approach. .

was fairly simple. They compiled information on
slip rates of faults relevant to the San Onofre
analysis; for example, only strike / slip faults
were examined. They then compiled historic
earthquake ragnitude data on the selected faults

| and plotted both the slip rates and magnitude
l data. By drawing a line bounding the maximum

observed earthquakes, they established an
" historic earthquake limit." They then performed
a second analysis designed to take into account
ranges of error in slip rate, and other factors.
The bounding line of this analysis produced a
" maximum earthquake limit" for the range of faults
studied.-

--22/ M stands for " surface wave magnitude". It is a
m3asure of magnitude used to describe earthquakes of
abcut magnitude six and above. See LBP-82-3, supra, 15
NRC at 101-02; Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1&2), ALAB-644, 13
URC 903, 930-31 (1981).,

I
I

- -. __ _ _ - _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _
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the staff's SER, and the geologic seismicity analysis
conducted by Drs. Stewart W. Smith and Ehlig. See generally

LBP-82-3, supra, 15 NRC at 99-123. The Licensing Board

carefully limited its reliance on Mr. Heath's work (iji. at
116):

The Board is not inclined to discount the results
derived from the slip rate / magnitude study merely
because it is a new method. Too, we believe the
review of this. method before and during the
hearings represents a substantial " peer review".
We do not suggest that this method standing alone
is an adequate basis for assigning the [ maximum
magnitude earthquake] for San Onofre, but we agree
with the Applicants, the Staff and Dr. Slemmon's
that this approach can be properly viewed as one
of several approaches to the determination . . . .

In light of the limited use made by the Licensing Board of

the slip rate / magnitude methodology, intervenors' concerns

as to its propriety is not a matter which, if decided in

their favor, would constitute reversible error. We

j nonetheless proceed with our analysis of intervenors'

! claims. - /23.

|

23/ Intervenors recognize that the Licensing Board's
reliance on the slip rate / magnitude method was limited,
but claim that nothing else supports the choice of an
M 7.0 earthquake as a maximum. Intervenors' Brief
c5 Seismic Issues at 28-29. As noted in text we reject
that argument. Our stay decision specifically pointed
out that (ALAB-673, supra, 15 NRC at 709 n.40):

| The choice of a MJ7
quake for San Onofre.0 safo shutdown earth-| is amply supported by (Dr.

'

Slemmons' fault length / magnitude stuay and] other
expert testimony in the record. Thus applicant's
expert, [Mr.] Heath, found the area surrounding
the San Onofre site to have one of the lowest
historic levels of seismicity in Southern
California, with every expectation of remaining
so. Testimony of [Mr.] Heath on Contention 4,

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE),

-
_ _ - _ - _ - - _ _ _ _
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The' principal shortcomings intervenors find with Mr.

Heath's analysis are the (1) use of a limited historic data

base, (2) exclusion from the data of Japanese faults and the

El Alamo earthquake, (3) absence of a deterministi~c

explanation to define the slip rate / magnitude relationship,

(4) unwarranted reliance on a single data point, and (5)

lack of an established slip rate.for the OZD. See generally

Intervenors' Brief on Seismic Issues at 28-37.24/ We deal-
i

with each argument in turn. *

,

f

23/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
--

Figure EGH-F and EGH-G. He thought that the M 6
1933 Long Beach earthquake on the Newport-Ingl5 .3
wood zone of deformation may be close to the
maximum for the zone. Id. at 20.

* **
,

So too, as already noted supra [15 NRC at 707],
Dr. Smith concluded that earthquakes larger than

'
about M 6.5-7.0 could not have occurred very
often o6er the past million years without
producing nore impressive geologic deformation

i than what is seen in the region of the OZD. Dr.
Ehlig, another applicant witness, concluded that
the features of the OZD -- its geologic strain
rate, regional tectonic setting, and "[t]he
absence of extensive and/or throughgoing fault
ruptures in near-surface strata along much of the
OZD" -- all support earthquakes of less than about
M 7. Testimony of Dr. Ehlig on Contention 4 at
23-22.

2i/ We rely on the Licensing Board's discussion as to those
of intervenors' arguments that are not discussed here.
See generally LBP-82-3, supra, 15 NRC at 115-19.

I

_ - - _ _
--
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1. The historic record of California earthquakes

extends back only about 200 years, and the instrumental

record of world earthquakes only shout 50 years. Yet the

limited nature of this historic data is not a deficiency

peculiar to the slip rate method of determining maximum
I

nagnitude. The historic record is what it is: its uses and

limitations are the same whether correlations of earthquake

magnitude are sought as to slip rate, fault length, surface

rupture length, or any other geologically relevant

consideration. Moreover, the likelihood that maximum or

near maximum earthquakes will have been observed for a given

range of slip rates increases as more faults are examined,

thus adding confidence to the historic data. Tr. 1499.

Observations suggest that truly large magnitude earthquakes

in California occur only eg: active faults exhibiting large
,

slip rates, and that narthquakes on specific strike-slip

faults tend to be very much like their predecessors. Tr.

143E, 1447, 4898; Testimony of Mr. Heath on Contention 4 at

24-25. And, of course, the geologic record extends the

historic record far into the past, hundreds of thousands of

years and longer. The geologic and tectonic records of the

OZD strcngly support the conclusion that the OZD has not had

an earthquake approaching a. magnitude M 7 ver the pasts

million years. See note 23, supra.

. ._ -. - - - . _ . _- . .
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2. Intervenors suggest that the applicants selectively

eliminated data which, if included, would have yielded a

higher predicted maximum magnitude earthquake for the OZD.

In particular, they question the exclusion of data'from

earthquakes in Japan and from the 1956 El Alamo earthquake

on the Scn Miguel fault in Baja California. Intervenors'

Brief on Seismic Issues at 32.

Mr. Heath testified that the applicants sent a

geologist and seismologist to Japan to meSt with a number of

leading Japanese geologists and seismologists in order to
/

obtain their latest earthquake data. The applicants'

consultants learned that (1) the tectonic style of the

Japanese strike slip faults is very dissimilar to that in

. Southern California (i.e., in Japan the style is block .

faulting as opposed to linear en, echelon faults, and the

faulting occurs over a deep major zone of plate subduction
I

l as oppcsed tc the translational faults occurring over the
|

boundary of two large tectonic plates), and (2) "there are

no solid slip rate data on [ Japanese) strike-slip faults

; that have had major events ." Tr. 1406-07. See also. . .

|

Tr. 4043-44; Applicants' Exh. 3, Figure EGH-8. This
.

informaticn went uncontradicted. Intervenors' witness, Dr.

t

| James N. Brune, admitted that he had no familiarity with
;

Japanes~c slip rate data, data that would be necessary to

| include Japanese earthquakes in a slip rate / magnitude

correlation. Tr. 4301. Both he and another intervenors'
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witness, Dr. Clarence R. Allen, also agreed that there could

be a difference in fault-caused earthquakes between

California and Japan. Tr. 4567-68, 4884-85. Drs. Reiter

and Slemmons testified for the staff that exclusion of the-

Japanese strike-slip data was justified by the dissimilar

tectonic settings and difficulties in measuring slip rates.

Tr, 5819-20, 6159, 6196-98, 6222-24, 6256-61, 6271-72.

This testimony adequately supports exclusion of the Japanese

data frcm Mr. Heath's slip rate / magnitude analysis.

The 1956 El Alamo earthquake was a magnitude 6.8

earthquake which took place on the San Miguel fault. There

is, however, no definitive information on the slip rate on

the fault. Tr. 1487. Both Dr. Ehlig and intervenors'

witness, Dr. Gordon Gastil, testified that it has not been

possible to determine the time period over which the offset

along the San Miguel fault occurred.21/ Uithout that
t
'

informaticn, a slip rate cannot be calculated. Tr. 1071-72,

5126-27. S5 The absence of reliable slip rate data

|

|

--25/ Intervenors' witness Dr. Brune set out some slip rate
values in his direct testimony (Brune, fol. Tr. 4122,
at 17-18), but on cross-examination admitted that the
time periods he had used to generate those values were
arbitrarily chosen. Tr. 4280-81.

-~26/ To obtain a slip rate value for a fault one must divide
a measured, or inferred, displacement across the fault
by the time period over which the movement took place.
Tr. 1486-87.

.

|

|
,

-
-- - -- . .
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justifies the exclusicn of the 1956 El Alamo earthquake as

well.

3. The absen~ce of a fully satisfactory deterministic
_

explanation for the slip rate / magnitude method does not

invalidate its utility. The relevant Commission

regulations, 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A, assume that the

state of knowledge of earthquake mechanisms and of the

propagation of seismic waves from source to site has not yet

reached the point of precise predictability. It is for this

reason that earthquake risk is assessed through a variety of
f

methods, conservatively applied. Moreover, Mr. Heath did

provide a physical (if not completely deterministic)

explanation for his slip rate / magnitude correlation. On

cross-examination by Dr. Brune, Mr. Heath noted that, for ,

low slip rates, the process of fault creep allows strain to

be released aseismically over a long period of time. Thus,

strain (i.e. , differential movement across the fault) does
|

| not build to the point of sudden release in an earthquake,
f

Tr. 1440, 1446. This ability of low slip rate faults to
'

l
' relieve strain aseismically over a long period of time

provides a plausible physical basis for-the empirical

chservations presented in Mr. Heath's slip rate / magnitude

curve.- /27

27/ It was Dr. Brune's opinion that the slip rate / magnitude
relationship merely expressed the probability that

--

large earthquakes were less likely to occur on faults
,

| with low slip rates. Tr. 4274-76.

|
l

_ _ _ _
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4. Intervenors assert that the shape of Mr. Heath's

slip rate / magnitude curve is controlled by a single data

point at the low slip rate end which, if in error, would

cause the entire curve to be shifted to a higher magnitude.

To the contrary, Mr. Heath pointed out that the shape of the

curve is established by approximately eight data points,

most of them lying in the range of large slip rates and

higher magnitude earthquakes. Tr. 1447. Our review of the

curve, and the bases upon which it was developed, leads us

to accept Mr. Heath's position.28/--

,

28/ The slip rate / magnitude plot is a representation, for
each of a number of appropriately chosen faults, of the
maximum known earthquake on that fault, plotted against
the measured slip rate for the fault. A bounding
curve, the maximum earthquake limit (MEL), is drawn to
the right of all points to represent the maximum

- expected earthquake for faults of a given slip rate.
Testimony of Mr. Heath on Contention 4, Figure EGH-M.
See generally id, at 23-28. To the left of this line
many points couTd be plotted representing
less-than-maximum r ignitude events on the various
faults. Tr. 1438.

Applicants investigated essentially all che strike-slip
faults in California that were ten kilometers or longer
in an attempt to bolster the lower portion of the curve
with more data. This effort provided little
quantitative support for the MEL line, because there
were virtually no earthquakes large enough to measure
on these faults, and the exact slip rate values needed
to plot the existing data were not available. See Tr.
1442-43, 1447-50; Applicants' Exh. 34. Mr. Heath
notes, however, that of this large number of low slip
rate faults none had resulted in significant
earthquakes (e . g. , events exceeding the MEL line). Tr.
4037-43. See also Tr. 4048-61, Applicants' Exh. 3,

Figure EGH-10. This in itself provides qualitative
support for the validity of the MEL line at low slip
rates. See Tr. 1442, 1449.

._. .

-
_ -
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5. Intervenors contend that no clear slip rate has

been established for that portion of the OZD closest to San

Onofre. Intervenors' Brief on Seismic Issues at 30. We are

meant to infer that no reliable estimate of a maximum ,

magnitude earthquake on the OZD is possible. ife disagree.

The earthquake potential of the OZD was modelled on
i

slip rate data from its most seismically active segment, the

Newport-Inglewocd Zone of Deformation (NIZD). Mr. Heath
,

explained that of the three portions of the OZD, the NIZD

has the. highest levels of both historical and recorded
f

seismic activity. Its structure also suggests a greater

seismic potential than the other segments. Testimony of Mr.

Heath on Contention 4 at 8-9, 12, 16-17; Tr. 1350-53. 29/-

i

Thus, use of the NIZD as a model was an acceptably con-
,

!

29/ In particular, Mr. Heath testified (Testimony on
Contention 4 at 16-17) :

The NIZD is a representative model of the OZD
because of the similarities in structural style
among the three elements of the OZD, and because
of the extensive and high-quality data available
regarding the style and amount of the deformation
alcng the NIZD. The available surface and
subsurface geologic data allow a higher degree of
accuracy in assessing the amount and rate of

i

faulting and folding for the purpose of estimatingI

the maximum earthquake to be assigned to the OZD.
|

Of the three elements of the OZD, the NIZD has by
far the highest levels of both historical andi

| recorded seismic activity. It has produced two
danaging earthquakes, one in Inglewood in 1920,
having an estimated magnitude of 4.9, and the

ECOTNOTE CCNTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
|

|

.
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servative approach to take.

In sum, our review of the record finds no error in the

Licensing Board's analysis of the slip rate / magnitude method

cf determining maximum magnitude. It is a reasonable

supplement to the other methods now used for such purposes,

all of which suggest that an M 7 earthquake on the OZD iss

the maximum reasonably to be expected. We have no reason to

depart from the conclusion reached in our stay decision that

the San Onofre seismic design is adequately conservative.

ALAB-673, supra, 15 NRC at 714.

D. Procedural Objections

Intervenors object to the Licensing Board's admission

into evidence of the applicants' 30-volume Final Safety

--29/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
other in Long Beach in 1933, having a recorded
magnitude of 6.3. The NIZD is considered to be a
conservative model for the other segments because
(1) it has a higher level of historical
seismicity; (2) it has the most prominent

! surficial anticlines and short but prominent fault
i scarps; (3) it is coincident with a Mesozoic

basement rock discontinuity not known to exist'

beneath the [ South Coast OZD] or the (Rose Canyon
Fault Zone]; and (4) it is closer to the area of
high stress at the interaction between the San
Andreas fault system and the Transverse Range than
are the other segments of the OZD to the south.

.

"
n-- - -.
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Analysis Repcrt (FSAR). --30/ Their objections are essen- 1

tially twofold: first, that applicants did not properly

authenticate or identify the FSAR; second, that intervenors

were denied an adequate opportunity for cross-examination

because the Board did not require applicants' witnesses to

spenser particular portions of the FSAR. Intervenors' Brief

on Seismic Issues at 58-59.

These questions are largely theoretical because the

Licensing Scard relied upon the FSAR for only two, neither

critical, of its hundreds of findings.31/ We nonetheless--

f

--30/ By regulation each operating license application must
include a final safety analysis report:

The [FSAR) shall include information that
describes the facility, presents the design bases.
and the limits on its operation, and presents a
safety analysis of the structures, systems, and
components and of the facility as a whole . . . .

10 CFR S 50.34(b). The information and analyses
recuired of such a report are extensive. See generally
10 CFR S 50.34 (b) (1)-(8) .

. 31/ The FSAR received very little attention from either
I applicants or the Licensing Board. Applicants'

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
| (September 3, 1981) do not cite the FSAR at all. The
| Licensing Board mentions the FSAR only twice in its
' seismic decision and cites independent authority for

the same conclusions. On the safe shutdown earthquake
issue the Board lists the FSAR as one source for the
proposition that the San Onofre area historically has

| not been an area of high seismic activity. LBP-82-3,
supra, 15 NRC at 103 (Finding of Fact #16). The Board

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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address the cuestions because they are pertinent to a later

point (see pp. __, infra) and may be of general interest for

future cases.

The identification issue is straightforward. The

requirement of authentication or identification as a

conditicn precedent to the admissibility of evidence is

satisfied by evidence sufficient to support a finding that

the matter in question is what its proponent claims. Fed.

32/R. Evid. 901(a). Here, the applicants' witness, Wesley

C. Woody testified that he was responsible for managing and

supervising the preparation and revision of the San Onofre

license applications, of which the FSAR is a part. Tr.

709-10. While he had not reviewed the 30-volume FSAR "page

for page," he had perused it prior to testifying and was

satisfied that it reflected the various amendments

31/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS P.:.GE)
also cites the SER and applicants' pre-filed testimony

~-

(each of which refers to the FSAR as basic source
material and expands upon it) for the same proposition.
On the question of whether the OZD extends into Baja
California, the Board cites the pertinent discussion in
the SER and adds a parenthetical reference to the FSAR,
clearly intended as secondary authority. Id. at 111
(Finding of Fact #69).

--32/
While the Federal Rules of Evidence are not directly
applicable to our administrative proceedings, we often
look to those rules for guidance. See generally Duke
Power Co. (Willian B. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1
and 2), ALAB-669, 15 NRC 453, 475 (1982).

.

*
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applicants had made anf was a true and correct copy of their

submission to the Commission. Tr. 710-11. Intervenors did

not impeach this identification in any way. We find it'_
sufficient to authenticate the FSAR.

We do differ, though, with'the Licensing Board's

admissibility ruling. Intervenors asked the applicants to

prcduce witnesses who would sponsor the portions of the FSAR

that concerned the seismic matters in controversy. The

applicants ref.used, asserting that the document had gone

through so many hands that no one could claim pride of
f

authorship. Tr.. 1002-03, 1007-08. The Board nevertheless

admitted the FSAR into evidence in its entirety for the

truth of the matters stated therein. Lack of sponsorship,

the Board ruled, was relevant as to weight, not

adrissibility. Tr. 946-47. The Board went on, however, to

caution that it did not anticipate resolving any major

issues by reliance en unsponsored. portions of the FSAR. Tr.

947. As we have seen (note 31, supra), the Board was true

to its word.

It is certainly correct, as the Board recognized, that

there is usually no bar to the admissibility of hearsay
.

evidence in cur administrative proceedings. Duke Power Co.

(Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-355, 4 NRC

397, 41'l-12 (1976). Whether evidence is or is not hearsay
1
!

is significant only insofar as it bears on the question of

_ _ _ _-- _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ - _ _ _ .
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its reliability.32/ Here, the Board found that the cir-

cumstances surrounding preparation and filing of the FSAR --

"not the least of which is that [it is] filed under an

- obligation on the part of the person preparing it to tell
^

the truth" -- imbues the document with a trustworthiness and

reliability that "far exceeds many of.the historic

; exceptions to the hearsay rule." Tr. 947.

The FSAR is the applicants' principal safety submission

in support of an operating license for its plant. While the

factors outlined by the Board go far toward assuring the

factual accuracy of the FSAR, the controversial portions of

the dccument are likely to be the judgmental opinions and

conclusions of experts -- opinions and conclusions about
.

which reasonable persons may differ. The difficulty we have-

with the Licensing Board's ruling is that it denies

intervenors an opportunity to conduct cross-examination on'

those sorts of judgments and the factual bases for them, at

'least insofar as they are reflected in the FSAR.dA That

+

'
--33/ "[0]nly relevant, material,'and reliable evidence which

is not unduly repetitious will be admitted" in a NRC
licensing proceeding. 10 CFR S 2.743 (c) .

31/ Intervenors did, of course, have an opportunity to
cross-examine the bevy of expert witnesses applicants
presented on seismic issues. Indeed, it was for this
reason that the Board was not obliged to rely heavily
on the FSAR for its findings of fact.

- - _ _ , _ ,. . __ . _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ruling strikes us as errcneous.
.

In our judgment, while the FSAR may be conditionally

admissible into evidence on the basis of the indicia of]
trustworthiness outlined by the Licensing Board, once

portions of the FSAR pertinent to the contentions in the

proceeding are put into controversy, the applicants must

present a ccmpetent witness to defend them. We see no basis

for allowing applicants to avoid cross-examination on a

document of central importance that they themselves

prepared. The witness need not be the author or authors of
f

the sections in controversy. It may well be difficult to

parse through an institutional document such as the FSAR,

prepared over the course of years,-to identify specific

authors. But the applicants are obliged to put forward one

or many witnesses, of the applicants own choosing, who are

competent to testify about those aspects of the FSAR that

are in controversy. Failing that, the controverted portions

of the FSAR lose what reliability they had. They should be

given no weight, and excluded as substantive evidence.35/-

We reached a similar conclusion in Duke Power Co.

(Uillian B. McGuire Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-669, 15

NPC 453, 47' (1992). In upholding the exclusion of

35/ The FSAR is, of course, admissible in its entirety to
evidence compliance with NRC regulations that require
its preparation. See note 30, supra.

,
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unsponsored technical analyscs, we said that that kind of

material

manifestl is the type of evidence that calls for
sponsorship by an expert who can be examined on
the reliability of the factual assertions and
soundness of the scientific opinions found in the
documents.

See also Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear

Power Plant, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-4 43, 6 NRC 741, 754-56

(1977). Our refusal to accept the reports of the Advisory

Comnittee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) as substantive

evidence on controverted issues rests on the same

basis.36/ In Arkansas Power and Light Co. (Arkansas-

Nuclear One Unit 2), ALAB-94, 6 AEC 25, 32 (1973) (footnote

omitted), we explained that
I

the centents of an ACRS report cannot, of
themselves, serve as an underpinning for findings
on the health and safety aspects of licensing
proceedings. It is quite true that Section 182b
of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232 (b) , and a

regulation of the Commission, 10 CFR 2.102,
recuire both that the ACRS render a report on
every docketed application for a construction
permit or operating license and that the report
be made a part of the record. But, since the
persons responsible for the report (the members of
the ACRS) are not subject to being examined by the
perties or the Board with reference to its
contents, the report cannot be treated as having
been admitted into evidence for the truth of any
of the statements therein. Rather, its
introduction into the record must be deemed to be

;

36/ A licensing board may rely upon the conclusions of the
ACRS on issues that are not controverted by any party.
10 CFP Part 2, Appendix A, S V(f) (1) , (2) .

.
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f:r the limited purpose of establishing compliance
with the requirements of the statute. See

,

(Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear
Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-78, 5 AEC 319 (1972)]. This
being co, the report may not be assigned any -
independent probative value. -

See also Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-123, 6 AEC 331, 340 (1973).

The decisions in Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear

Power Station), ALAB-83, 5 AEC 354 (1972), aff'd sub nom.

Union of Concerned Scientists v. AEC, 499 F.2d 1069 (D.C.

Cir. 1974), relied upcn by the applicants and the staff, are

not to the contrary. True enoudh, in Pilgrim we said with

regard to the FSAR that

The admissibility . into the hearing record. .

need be tested only'by its identification as the
dccument prepared pursuant to Commission
regulaticas and submitted to the Commission as a ,

part of the application. So long as the FSAR

meets such ggjidentification test it is
admissible.--

Id. at 369. But our statement in Pilgrim was made in the

context of a Commission regulation, no longer in effect,

that required that the entire license application (of which

the FSAR is a part) be offered into evidence. 10 CFR

--37/ We aisc noted that "[t]he weight which should be given
to the contents of the FSAR is another matter which
depends en the evidentiary record which is developed in
connection with specific matters in controversy."
5 AEC at 369.

-___ _ _ _ __
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S 2.743 (g) (1962).38/ Moreover, in the Pilgrim proceeding,
'

--

,

a witness clearly identified himself as responsible for.the

contents of the FSAR, and applicants offered that witness

for questioning on the sole issue in contest, including

apparently the contents of the FSAR. See 5 AEC at 369.

The District of Columbia Circuit affirmed that ruling.

The court noted that the evidentiary issue hinged on the

reliability of the FSAR, and that could not be decided

" prior to at least conditional admission in a proceeding in

; which reliability is the ultimate issue". Union of

Concerned Scientists v. AEC, supra, 499 F.2d at 1094. Our

ruling here, which allows the FSAR, when properly

identified, to be conditionally admitted pending the

sponsorship and defense on cross-examination of its

controverted portions, is wholly consistent with those

!

i
;

--38/ Section 2.743 (g) in its present form provides that the
NRC staff shall offer in evidence in any proceeding

,i involving an application the pertinent ACRS report, the
l SER, and any environmental impact statements. The

record cf the license-applicantion is no longer
required to be offered in evidence. See 37 Fed. Reg.
15127, 15134 (July 28, 1972).

.

- _ _ .
._..,7
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decisions.1'9/ In sum, the Licensing Board's ruling

admitting the FSAR in its entirety was error, but the error

was harmless in view of the. limited reliance the Board '

-

placed upon it. See note 31, supra.

II

The second set of issues on appeal relates to the

adequacy of the emergency planning for a nuclear accident at

San Onofre. Our stay decision principally discussed whether

(1) the applicants' warning system to notify th. public of a

nuclear-accident was adequate in light of the absence of
f

siren coverage for the populated areas across San Juan

Creek, (2) the emergency response plan must include

prevision for medical arrangements for members of the

general public who might suffer radiation injury in a .

--39/ Judicial decisions have also recognized the need for a
sponsoring witness to support the introduction of
material that contains experts' studies and opinions.
See. generally Forward Communications Corp. v. United
States, 608 F.2d 485, 509-10 (Ct. C1. 1979) (per
curiam) (Fed. R. Evid. 803(6) hearsay exception for
business records does not allow admission of appraisal
report without a witness to sponsor its admission);
Carter-Wallace, Inc. v. Gardner, 417 F.2d 1086, 1096
(4th Cir. 1969), cert. denied sub nom. Carter-Wallace,
Inc. v. Finch, 398 U.S. 938 (1970) (hearing examiner
properly excluded unpublished scientific paper where
the party offering the document did not call its author
to sponsor its admission but sought instead to
introduce it through testimony of the company
vice-president).

_
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serious nuclear accident,40/ and (3) offsite jurisdictions-

had the ability to monitor and assess radiological

energencies. See ALAB-680, supra, 16'NRC at (slip

opinion at 2).-

A. Siren Coverage

In our stay decision we rejected intervenors' attack on

the Licensing Board's conclusion that the absence of siren

coverage for the populated areas across San Juan Creek was

not a ground for denying applicants a license for full power

operation. The Poard found, and we agreed, that alternative

means (such as loudspeakers from helicopters and police

cars) exist to provide a prompt alert to this segment of the

public in the event of an emergency. The Board imposed a

license condition requiring the siren deficiency to be

remedied within six months of operation. Thus, we found

reasonable assurance that " adequate interim compensating
,

actions have been or will be taken" for the temporary gap in

siren coverage. 10 CFR S 50. 47 (c) (1) . See ALAB-680, supra,
,

16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 7-13).

On appeal, intervenors renew their argument that
,

l
alternative measures to sirens do not assure prompt public'

i

notification. Our stay decision canvassed the issue fully.

40/ We do not address this issue here because the

| Commission has taken review of it. See CLI-82-27, 16
NRC __ (Sept. 24, 1982).'

t

!
c
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ALAB-680, supra, 16 NRC at __, (slip opinion at 7-13). The

evidence demonstrated that the affected population would be

notified within thirty minutes of an alert through a

combination of emergency vehicles, helicopters, and existing

siren coverage. Tr. 9003-05, 9021-22. That kind of

coverage comports with the outer limit of about forty-five

minutes that is contemplated in the Commission's regulatory

scheme governing public notification. See 10 CFR Part 50,

Appendix E, S IV.D.3; 10 CFR S 50. 47 (b) (5) , NUREG-0654,

" Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
f

Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of

Nuclear Power Plants," Rev. 1 (November 1980) , Appendix 3 at

3-3 [NUREG-0654]. We are satisfied that the record fully

supports the Board's decision. See ALAB-680, supra, 16 NRC,

at __ (slip opinion at 9-10).
.

E. Radiation Monitoring

1. Plure emergencv planning zone.

Intervenors argue that full power operation must await

upgraded radiation assessment and monitoring capabilities on

| the part of local jurisdictions. We set out the background
|

| of this issue in our stay decision (ALAB-690, supra, 16 NRC

i at __ (slip opinion at 22-23) (footnote omitted):
(

The governing regulation, 10 CFR 50. 47 (b) (9) ,
requires the applicants and local jurisdictions to i

have "[aldequate methods, systems, and equipment
for assessing and monitoring actual or potential J

l offsite consequences of a radiological emergency .

| The Licensing Board explained the"
. . . .

i importance of this requirement in its decision
l

l [LBP-82-39, supra, 15 NRC at 1201): |

._
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Should there be an actual or potential
radiological release from San Onofre, the
nature and magnitude of the release and the
prevailing meteorological' conditions must be
established and kept current so that
potential offsite doses can be projected.
Such projections give decision-makers in the
.offsite response organizations the
information they need to make correct
decisions concerning the appropriate
protective action --- sheltering or
evacuation. Field monitoring confirms the
accuracy of offsite dose projections made on
the basis of onsite data.

The Licensing Board found that the cities and counties near

San Onofre pcssessed somewhat deficient but nonetheless

substantial monitoring and asscssment capabilities. Given

the applicants' more than adequate capabilities in that

regard, however, the Board concluded that the deficiencies

of the local jurisdictions were not significant. LBP-82-39,

supra, 15 NRC at 1202.

In their merits brief, intervenors argue that the

applicants meet only the minimum staffing requirements

| suggested by controlling NRC guidance for offsite monitoring

capability, i.e., applicants can put only four health

physics technicians in the field within the first hour.d1'

They argue that as a matter of law, that capability cannot

l

--41/ NUREG-0654, supra, at 37, calls upon nuclear power
plant operators to have two persons available, within

! 20 minutes of declaring an emergency, for the purpose
cf conducting offsite radiological assessment and
monitoring surveys. Another two people are to be
available within another half hour.

(FOOTNCTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

.
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corpensate fer.the deficiencies in preparedness by the

surrounding jurisdictions. Intervenors' Brief on Emergency

Planning (June 29, 1952) at 13-15. We are unpersuaded,'
_

First, as our stay decision makes clear, the record

shows that the local jurisdictions have a considerable and

continually improving capability for radiation monitoring

and for relaying that data to the Offsite Dose Assessment

Center. Each of the surrounding jurisdictions -- Orange

County, the City of San Clemente, San Diego County, and Camp

Pendleton -- has the capability to send equipped and trained

nonitoring teams into the field. ALAB-680, supra, ,16 NRC

a t __, (slip opinion at 27-28) .

Second, the applicants have two independent facilities

-- a Technical Support Center and an Offsite Dose- .

Assessment Center -- at their disposal to assess potential

offsite radiological consequences and to provide local

efficials with the information necessary for their

--41/ (FOOTNCTE CONTINCED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
Each health physics technician will be accompanied by a
maintenance worker who is to assist the technician in
transporting equipment, driving the survey vehicle, and
reccrding data. Tr. 7173-74. We do not count these

- maintenance workers toward meeting the minimum staff
requirements cf NUREG-0654 because the maintenance
personnel may not be competent to perform the
monitoring and assessment functions there specified.

-- .- - ._. .-.
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protectivc action decisions. Id. a t __ (slip opinion at

25-27). Even if intervenore correctly argue that the

applicants' monitoring and assessment capabilities do not

#c1'.y compensate for the deficiencies of the local
.

jurisdictions, the claimed gap is not so wide as to be a

significant deficiency. See 10 S CFR 50. 47 (c) (1) .12/

As it turns out, the applicants would be at such a minimum

staffing level only infrequently. Indeed, the applicants

- will usually have ready access to a far greater number of

health physics personnel and would be able to field

additional monitoring teams in short order. Tr. 7173-74,

9066-71.

2. Ingestion emergency planning zone

Intervenors also argue that the Board treating as

contested the issue of the adequacy of the emergency plans

for radiological monitoring and assessment in the ingestion

pathway emergency planning zone fingestien EPZ). They

assert that their proposed findings were sufficient to put

this issue in contest. The Board termed the record on

this matter " decidedly equivocal" but ruled that the issue

was uncontested to be resolved informally by the staff prior

--42/ The Licensing Board imposed a license condition
requiring the applicants to maintain their monitoring
and assessment capabilities at no less than the level
described at the hearing. LBP-82-39, supra, 15 NRC at
1252.

1

.-.
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to full power operation based on what the Board considered

intervenors' failure to file proposed findings of fact as to

this matter. LBP-82-39, supra, 15 NRC at 1209-11.

Recently in Detroit Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic

Power Plant, Unit 2) , ALAB-709, 17 NRC __ (Jan. 4, 1983) we

held that, absent a board order requiring the submission of

proposed findings, an intervenor that does not make such a

filing is free to pursue on appeal.all issues it litigated

below. We based our ruling on the text of 10 CFR S 2.754

which makes the filing of proposed findings of fact

optional unless the presiding officer directs otherwise.

The setting of a schedule for such a filing, we held, falls

short of an explicit direction and thus does not form the

basis for finding a party in default. Id. at __ (slip

opinion at 4-5).

Here, as in Fermi, the Licensing Board set a schedule,

~utually agreed upon by the parties, for filing proposed

findings but issued no direction to de so. Tr. 11,357-59.

Unlike the Fermi intervanors, however, intervenors in this

case did file proposed findings of fact. We think in this

circumstance the Board was entitled to take that filing as

setting forth all of the issues that were in contest. There

is no good reason why a party should pick and choose among

issues it contests, proposing findings as to some but not

_
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cthers.43/ Having reviewed the proposed findings that-

intervenors did file, we conclude that the Licensing Board

was correct in ruling that the ingestion EPZ issue was not

raised below, and was appropriately left to the staff for-

resolution.AA

As an independent matter, we are also of the view that

the deficiencies in emergency planning for the ingestion EPZ

are not significant. Our stay decision.noted that

(ALAB-680, supra, 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 30)):

The Board's hesitancy on the question of adequacy
stemmed from the fact that the lead role in
emergency planning and implementation for the

--43/ Indeed, intervenors here do not claim otherwise.
Moreover, a different result would open up the
possibility that a licensing board would be misled into
not directing the filing of proposed findings because
it had already received what it thought were the
complete proposed findings of a party.

While this possibility could be obviated-by a licensing
board direction at the close of the evidentiary hearing
to recurre the submission of proposed findings, (and we
think that'would be the better practice) we are
reluctant to place that obligation on the licensing
boards.

i ~~-44/ The findings on which intervenors rely pertain to
contentien 2H which concerns radiation monitoring and
dose assessment in the plume EPZ, not the ingestion
EPZ. See Intervenors' Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law on Emergency Planning and
Preparedness Issues (Nov. 24, 1981) at 38-49.

-_ - - _. - .. _ _ .
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ingestion EPZ is given to the State. While the
applicants had "done about all that might
reasonably be expected of them in this area," the
Board found that the State plan was still evolving
[ footnote omitted).

We then reviewed the planning that had thus far been

accomplished (id. at __ n.22 (slip opinion at 30 n.22)):

Applicants submitted an extensive study of
potential radiological hazards in the ingestion
pathway EPZ in the event of a serious accident, a
study that included suggested protective response

. levels for food, milk, and water. Applicants'
Exhibit 121. They also presented an emergency
response plan for the ingestion pathway.
Applicants' Exhibit 143. The latter document was
reviewed by the State Health Department and was
fcund to be " excellent, generally well organized,
ccncise and consistent with the RHS [ Radiological
Health Services] planning procedures document."
Applicants' Exhibit 159. See also-Tr. 7388-89.
Mr. David F. Pilmer, for the applicant, testified
that the State had prepared a draft emergency plan,

( for the ingestion pathway, which assigns
responsibilities to the local jurisdictions and
designates the States's supporting role. Tr.
11,115. He also indicated that the applicants'

| plan would guide the ODAC [offsite dose assessment
center] persennel in selecting apprcpriate pathway
samples and evaluating them. Tr. 11,123. The
Orange County Emergency plan includes provisions
for taking samples of water and foodstuffs, and
the County has an agreement with the University of
California at Irvine to analyze such samples. Tr.
8982-83.

In shcrt, the applicants have largely accomplished all

that can be accomplished in advance. They have identified

the critical pathways by which radioactive materials from

the plume could be incorporated into foodstuffs and the

water supply, and set suggested protective action levels.

Further, they have formulated an emergency response plan

-
_ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ __ - __- _____
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that entails defining the area of possible contamination,

determining, by field monitorin' :he nature and extent of

the contaminaton', and. calculating one dose commitment'

results. Ibid. See also Tr. 11,123-26. It is the State of

California which is to complete its planning in this regard,

and we urge it to do so.

The deficiencies that remain in State planning are not

significant in light of the applicants' efforts, and the

cor.paratively less extensive planning that is required and'

possible for the ingestion EPZ. Unlike the much smaller

plume EPZ where evacuation or sheltering from the plume may
,

be a natter of immediacy, protective action in the 50-mile

radius ingestion EPZ.need not be as immediate.
t

Contamination would be traceable to ingestion, not to

external radiation exposure, and the conservative response

of a broad-scale foodstuffs quarentine or disposal is always

available. Moreover, the kinds of ingestion EPZ protective

action that would be suggested -- such as quarantining or

disposing of certain foodstuffs in designated areas -- are

highly site and accident specific: hence, they are less

amenable to planning in advance of an accident than the

ccrparable responses of sheltering or evacuation that are

appropriate for the plume EPZ. In sum, even if intervenors

had properly preserved their argument on the ingestion EPZ,

we would still be of the view that deficiencies that exist

in emergency planning for this area are not significant.

_. - _ . - . . _ , _ , . . _ _ _ _ _
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C. Special Populations

Much of intervenors' brief is devoted to a question not

raised in their stay papers -- whether adequate emergency

plans are in place to assure protective action on behalf of*

| special segments of the "at risk". population. 10=CFR

S 50. 47 (b) (10) requires the development of a range of

protective actions to protect the public in the plume EPZ,

and implementing guidance specifies that this should include
!

| "[m]eans for protecting those persons whose mobility may be

impaired . NUREG-0654, supra, at 61. We think that"
. . .

the transportation arrangements for the elderly, the
|

; handicapped, and school children are in need of improvement,

i
and so condition the operating licenses in this case.

1. The Elderly and Disabled

| If evacuation is to be a possible course of action in a

nuclear energency, those persons in need of transportation

rust knew who to call for assistance or, better still, be

identified in advance. 45/ The San Onofre emergency plans-

provide for public transportation to be available at central

--45/ The Commission's emergency planning guidance calls upon
licensees, States, and local jurisdictions to
disseminate, at least annually, information regarding
how the public will be notified and what its actions

I should be in the event of an emergency. The
i information is to address, among other things, the

"special needs of the handicapped" and is to indicate
how to effect " protective measures, e.g., evacuation
routes and relocation centers [and] sheltering."
NUREG-0654, supra, at 49.

1 \.
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lecctions. Tr. 7292-93. However, for housebound

individuals, i.e. those who are unable to reach the central

locations, other arrangements, such as door-to-door pickup,

- have to be made.

The applicants have attempted to fulfill that

respcnsibility by a variety of means, including the mailing

cf an informat, ion packet to all people within the emergency
planning zone with a request that those in need of special

assistance return an enclosed p stcard. Tr. 7040-51.

However, according to Marilyn Ditty, Executive Director of

San Clemente Seniors, only about half of the people in the

area who are housebound returned the postcard. Tr. 9838-43.

See also Tr. 8576-79. Although Ms. Ditty could not provide

a precise estimate of the number of elderly persons who

would need special assistance, perhaps as many as another

500 people renain to be identified. 46/-

'Jhere is a willingness anong all grcups -- applicants,

service organizations, and city officials -- to cooperate in

that identification effort. Tr. 8641, 9861-62, 10,093-94.

Indeed, that willingness may already have led to further

efferts. See Tr. 8579. Nevertheless, we think it best if

46/ Ms. Ditty thought about 1,100 senior people would need
door-to-door assistance. Tr. 9864. Earlier testimony
indicated that about 600 assistance requests had been
received. Tr. 8578.

. _ . _ . . _ .__ _ _ _ _
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the matter is formalized through a license condition

requiring applicants to work with city officials and private

service groups, such as San Clemente Seniors, to continue to
9

identify housebound people who would need transportation-

assistance in the event that a nuclear accident at San

Onofre occasioned the need for evacuation. Once identified,

adequate transportation will be arranged. See Tr. 7292-93,

8908. See also p. infra.,

I
. We leave to the applicants to decide what form the

further and continuing identification procedure should take

-- whether, for example, they should undertake a second

mailing or telephone survey utilizing lists compiled by

groups such as San Clemente Seniors, and/or place further

I newspaper advertisements. In any case, the objective

should be to assemble and keep current as reasonably

cor.plete a list as possible of housebound people within the
l r_lur.e IF: whc wculd receire transportation assistance in an

evacuation. One-hundred-twenty days should be time enough

in which tc undertake that effort.47/-

! 47/ Ue do not imoose this requirement as a condition
precedent to full-power operation. The Commission has
generally provided at least 120 days to remedy,

| emergency planning deficiencies more pervasive than
this, especially where . (as here) the applicants have

,

! made a concerted effort to fulfill their
responsibilities and the necessary remedial measures
are straightforward. See Consolidated Edison Co. of
New York (Indian Point Units 2 and 3), CLI-82-38, 16
N R C , _, (Dec. 23, 1982) (slip opinion at 7-9).

|
.
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2. School children and others requiring bus transpor-

tation.

Conservatively estimated, approximately 200 buses would

be needed to. transport school children if an evacuation is

ordered while school is in session, and another 200 buses

needed for people not having access to a private automobile

at the time of an evacuation. Tr. 7294-95; Applicants' Exh.

132 at 24-25, 27-28. See generally Applicants' Exh. 132 at

21-32.31I These resources are available.

Buses from the Orange County Transit District (OCTD)

and the Capistrano Unified School District (CUSD) constitute

the primary source of assistance. During normal working

hours on weekdays the Orange County Transit District can

provide about 125 buses for immediate response. Applicants'

Exh. 59 at X-9.SE! Some 200 additional buses in Irvine,

just outside the emergency planning zone, could be available

in nbcut forty-five minutes. Tr. 7;?5, E9C7. Another 200

buses are available at OCTD's Garden Grove facility, and the

| 48/ Approximately 12,000 students are enrolled in schools
within the emergency planning zone. Buses of the'

Capistrano Unified School District and the Orange
County Transit District can seat, on the average, 45
adults or 67 children. Applicants' Exh. 132 at 27-28.
See also Applicants' Exh. 140 at 3-5; Tr. 8813.

49/ At c11 other times 75 buses can be provided on a
two-hour response basis. Applicants' Exh. 59 at X-9.
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Capistrano Unified School District has approximately

fifty-five buses on hand. Tr. 7295, 8802-05.

All of'OCTD's buses are equipped with two-way radios

capable of being used both to receive emergency instructions

and to request emergency information from the dispatcher if

necessary. Tr. 9909-10, 9913-14. OCTD also maintains a

list of the home telephone numbers of its 800 drivers. Tr.

9913-15. Finally, emergency procedures are in place to

. notify senior transit and school officials in the event of

an accident at San Onofre. See Applicants' Exh. 53,

Attachment 2; Applicants' Exh. 140; Tr. 7296-97.

Although the resources at hand are plentiful, and some

procedures for their use are extant, there are yet

deficiencies in need of correction. Jan Goodwin, General

Chairman, United Transportation Union, Local 19, the

ranaging unicn official for OCTD bus drivers, explained that

t.ncre '.=ve beer. nc training sessions for drivers geared

toward alerting them to the problems they micht confront in

a radiclogical emergency. For example, the drivers have not

been instructed what the effects of radiation are, how to

measure radiation dose, whether dosimeters will be available

for them, how to deal with frightened passengers, and how

to locate, absent street maps, specific pick-up points

outside their normal service area. Tr. 9900-06. See also

|

| Tr. 9888-91. While many of these questions may seem
i

i prosaic, and might be handled effectively in an actual

!
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er.:ergency through the two-way radio system with which the

buses are equipped, nevertheless in our judgment a training
i

program for bus 1 drivers would greatly smooth the emergency
.

response.

The Licensing Board put it well, albeit in a different

context:

It is axiomatic that specific training should be
required for persons expected to assist in a
radiological emergency; that it should be tailored
to the level of expertise expected in each area of

. respggyibility; and that it should be effect-
ive.--

LBP-82-39, suora, 15 NRC at 1206. Bus drivers are not

ordinarily considered emergency workers, but they have

extensive responsibilities in the event of a nuclear

accident at San Onofre. Unlike police or firefighters, the

OCTD bus drivers probably have received little general

emergency training, and have received none relating

specifically to a nuclear emergency.51/ Consequently we

impose a license condition requiring that a training program

for OCTD bus drivers be formulated and instituted within

50/ See generally 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, SIV.F ("a
; radiological orientation training program shall be made
'

available to local services personnel").

51/ The CUSD drivers, by comparison, have monthly safety,

| meetings which include information pertinent to their
| responsibilities in a nuclear accident. Tr. 8837-38.

|

|

|

|
i-

I

- __ - - -. - . _ _ . . _ - . . - . , _ . . _ .
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the next 120 days.52/-

3. 'Other Special Populations

Intervenors argue that certain aspects of the emergency

response plans are inadequate for (1) boaters, and (2)

persons in Riverside County and San Ju.an Capistrano. We

find no merit in these claims.

(a) Boaters

The United States Coast Guard is responsible for

clearing the offshore area within a 10-mile radius of San

Onofre. Applicants' Exh. 59 at IV-9; Tr. 9212-13. In the

event of a nuclear accident, the Coasu Guard in San Diego

would be notified promptly and send a radio alert on marine

channels to boaters. Additionally, a Coast Guard helicopter

could be on the scene within about 15 to 30 minutes. Tr.-

9211-15. Clcser helicopters from Camp Pendleton and Orange

County, as well as a thirty-foot rescue boat maintained by

the State Parks Department at nearby Coheny beach could also

be available. See Tr. 8271-72, 8533-34, 8557-59, 9342. The

,

52/ t;e think this additional requirement will facilitate
the emergency response. It need not, however, be
fulfilled as a precedent to full-power operation. As
we discussed earlier (see pp. supra) we are,

satisfied that there are sufficient resources to
provide reasonable assurance that an adequate emergency
response capability exists for San Onofre. The number
of buses and drivers is sufficient to cope with an
emergency and an effective radio communication system
is in place. Aiditionally, training is in place for
the CUSD drivers. At issue is the efficiency, rather4

than the very availability, of the response.

. .

1

<~ ~
-- ---., -- _,
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Licensing Board was plainly correct in finding that, these

measures collectively provide reasonable assurance that

boaters in the emergency planning zone will be promptly

notified and instructed in the event of a nuclear accident

at San Onofre. See LBP-82-39, supra, 15 NRC at 1268-71; 10

CFR S 50. 47 (b) (5) .

(b) Riverside County

Intervenors argue that officials of Riverside County

should have been consulted before a decision was made

whether or not to include the County in the plume EPZ. 10

CFR S 50.47 (c) (2) provides that:

Generally, the plume exposure pathway EPZ.for
nuclear power plants shall consist of an area
about 10 miles (16 km) in radius . The. . .

exact size of the EPZs surrounding a particular
nuclear power reactor shall be determined in
relation to local emergency response needs and
capabilities as they are affected by such
conditions as demography, topography, land
characteristics, access-routes, and jurisdictional
boundaries.

The regulation, by its terms, does not impose the
!

consulting requirement for which intervenors argue and we!

decline their invitation to read one into it. The pertinent

inquiry is whether the plume EPZ was properly drawn after a

consideration of the factors specified in 10 CFR

5 50. 47 (c) (2) . Here, the Licensing Board found that the

applicants excluded Riverside County from the plume EPZ
|
1

because only a very small segment of that County (less than
'

|

cne-half square mile) lies within ten miles of the reactors:

|
|

- --- . . - . . , - , . . _ . __- - ,-----
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.

c.nd that small segnent is remote and uninhabited.

LBP-82-39, supra, 15 NRC at 1224-25. See Tr. 7277,.7370,

8129-30. The absence of need for local emergency response-

fully justifies the exclusion of Riverside County from the

plume EPZ..53/-

(c) San Juan Capistrano

Intervenors assert that the Licensing Board erred in

not finding that the City of San Juan Capistrano (which

contains about one-half the population of the plume

EPZ) was a " principal response organization," that must

fulfill detailed emerg, cy planning requirements. See.10 CFR"

S 50. 47 (b) . We disagree.

A principal response organization is one that has a

" major or lead role [] in emergency planning and

preparedness." NUREG-0654, supra, Appendix 5 at 5-1

(emphasis in original) . The Commission's guidance

recognizes thct in any encrgency planning zone there will be

i overlapping layers of governnent, and that these must be

integrated into a cohesive emergency response. It suggests

inter alia, that townships and municipalities by mutual

agreement integrate their resources into an overall county

or culti-county energency response plan. Id. at 19-22.

~~53/ The portion of Riverside County that is within 50 miles
of San Onofre is, of course, included in the ingestion
EPZ. See generally Tr. 7343-52; Applicants' Exh. 121.

; The State of California is responsible for developing
the emergency plan for that EPZ. 10 CFR S 50.33 (g) .

.

- - - - - . _ . . - , , , , . _ , . -. , , . _ _ ____
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That is what has been done here. The City of San Juan

Capistrano does not itself have extensive resources that

would be of use in an emergency. Consequently, it has

contracted with Orange County to provide the fire, law

enforcement, transportation, and monitoring services it

needs. Tr. 8689-90, 8691-92, 8694-95. The City has been an

active participant in the regional planning of an emergency
'

evacuation, has worked with other government agencies to

develop procedures for coordinated emergency response

actions, and has integrated its own emergency plan into the

overall Orange County plan. Applicants' Exh. 134; Tr..

6685-92. By these efforts the city has assured that it will

have available to it mutual assistance around the clock.

Tr. 8691-92. These arrangements are fully consonant with

the Commission's regulations and guidance. It would be

highly unusual for a governmental entity, bereft of

extensive resources cf its own, to be required to take a

lead role in planning the response to a radiological

emergency.

D. Procedural Objections

Lastly, intervenors object on a number of grounds to

the testimony of the Federal Emergency Management Agency

(FEMA). FEMA is the lead agency responsible for evaluating

whether State and local emergency plans are adequate and

capable of being implemented. Its finding in that regard is

entitled to a rebuttable presumption in Commission licensing

i
- - - - ,. . . - -.

-
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prcceedings. 10 CFR S 50. 47 (a) (2) . See generally FEMA /NRC

Memorandum of Understanding, 45 Fed. Reg. 82713 (Dec. 16,

1980).

In this case FEMA issued " interim" findings on June 3,

1981 which were critical in various respects of the state of

offsite preparedness at San Onofre. See LBP-82-39, supra,

15 NRC at 1212-13. The applicants sought to have the

cited deficiencies corrected. To this end they met with

local county and city officials, discussed with members of

FEMA's West Coast regional office which criticisms FEMA

considered most significant, and developed a set of

proposals aimed at correcting the deficiencies. See

Applicants' Exhs. 144, 146. Intervenors claim that those

discussions between FEMA and the applicants violate the

Commission's ex parte rule and denied them a fair hearing.

1. Ex parte discussions

This argument need not detain us long. As we said in

cur stay decision:

[N]othing in the Commission's ex parte rule (10
CFR 2.780) precludes conversations among parties,

| none of whom is a decisionmaker in the licensing
| proceeding. We doubt intervenors will persuade us

in the pending appeal that it was improper for
FEMA, the applicants, and the staff to confer
abcut defects in the applicants' emergency plan
and to suggest ways to correct them.

ALA3-680, supra, 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 34). The

fact that a final FEMA finding is entitled to a rebuttable

presumpticn dces not convert that agency into a

decisionmaker in Commission licensing proceedings. The

.

-, -- ,--- , _ . - _ - ,-
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adjudicatory boards and the Commission are the decision-

makers, not FEMA.

2. Other Asserted Defects

Intervenors allege further defects involving FEMA's

testimony at the hearing: (1) that Kenneth Nauman, the

regional FEMA analyst on the San Onofre emergency plans, was

permitted to give testimony that contradicted the FEMA

interim findings;5S and (2) that the evaluation (included

in Mr. Nauman's presentation) of applicants proposed

corrective actions by the FEMA national office was admitted

into evidence without a pr'oper sponsoring witness. Inter-

venors argue these errors were prejudicial because the Board

relied on Mr. Nauman's testimony to conclude that the needed

corrective actions for offsite emergency preparedness were

straightforward and would be satisfactory to FEMA when

accomplished. See LBP-82-39, supra, 15 NRC at 1213-16.

(a) FEMA Interim Findings

We are unpersuaded that Mr. Nauman was not entitled to

contradict or expand upon the FEMA interim findings. This

is so for three reasons. First, FEMA counsel represented

that Mr. Nauman's direct testimony -- testimony that

reviewed and evaluated the corrective actions that the
i

applicants then had underway -- had been reviewed and

51/ Mr. Nauman was the principal author of the interim
findings.i

| .

.

.
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approved by the national office. Tr. 10,399-10,400, 10,444.

Thus, there is no inconsistency between the position of

FEMA's regional office (for whom Mr. Nauman spoke) and

the views of the national office. Second, Mr. Nauman

testified to activities that had been taken place following

the issuance of the interim findings. Accordingly, his

statements would not conflict with those findings. In

essence, intervenors' position would " freeze" FEMA's

contributions to the evidentiary record on emergency

planning at the point of the FEMA interim findings, and

would ignore evidence of any subsequent corrective actions

until FEMA issued its " final" finding. As we explain below,

this argument is inconsistent with the role of FEMA in

Commission licensing proceedings and leads us to our third

and most fundamental reason for rejecting intervenors'

argument.

Intervencrs' limiting view of the evidentiary record is

at odds with the FEMA /NRC Memorandum of Understanding and a

recent amendment to the Commission's emergency planning

regulations. The Memorandum recognizes the distinct

possibility that a final FEMA finding may not always be

available in a timeframe compatible with the schedule of

Commission licensing proceedings. It therefore provides

that FEMA will offer its preliminary views on the state of

offsite emergency preparedness " based upon plans currently

available to FEMA." 45 Fed. Reg. at 82714 (emphasis . added) .-

._. _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ - . _ ___ . ___ __ _. ._ __.
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The Memorandur states further that to support its findings

and determinations, " FEMA will make expert witnesses

available before . NRC hearing boards and administrative
"

. .

!- ltv judges." Ibid. The clear import-of the Memorandum is

that FEMA will provide Comnission licensing proceedings,

j through FEMA witnesses, the benefit of its most current
,

,

evaluation of State and local emergency planning. There is
:

; no hint of " freezing":either FEMA or the licensing
i . .

'

proceeding to earlier and likely outmoded information..

'

j A recent amendment to the Commission's emergency
i-
.I planning regulations further supports this understanding.

! As revised, 10 CFR S 50.47 (a) (2) provides that emergency
i

preparedness exercises are'not required for a nuclear power*

,

plant operating license decision. Rather, the exercises

"are part of the preoperational inspection and thus [are) i

required prior,to operation above 5% of rated power, but not

f for a Licensing Board,- Appeal Board, or Conmission licensing

decision." 47 Fed. Reg. 30232 (July 13, 1982). See also'

30233.55# In contrast, FEMA will not issue itsid. at

final finding on the adequacy of offsite preparedness until'

i

: after State and local emergency planning exercises have been
,

t

55/ A petition for review of the amended rule has been

| filed. Union of Concerned Scientists v. NRC, No.--

82-2053 (D.C. Cir. No. 82-2053) (filed Sept. 10, 1982).'

,

e

. .
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held.55 It thus seems plain that the Commission expects

licensing decisions on emergency preparedness to be made on

the basis of the best available current information, and not

deferred to await FEMA's last word on the matter.51

--56/ FEMA's proposed rules regarding its approval of offsite
i emergency plans require the prior holding of a complete

exercise of those plans. 45 Fed. Reg. 42341, 42345
(June 24, 1980). These rules reflect FEMA's current
practice.

57/ There are, to be sure, both substantive and procedural
limits as to how much of the emergency preparedness
evaluation, or how many open items, may be deferred
until after the close of the hearing. Substantively,
the evidence must be sufficient for the Board to
conclude that the state of emergency preparedness
"provides reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken in the event of a
radiological emergency." 10 CFR S 50. 47 (a) (1) . The
Commission has stressed that this conclusion may be a
predictive one, rather than a reflection of the actual,

state of emergency preparedness at the time of the
board's decision. 47 Fed. Reg. at 30233. Moreover, as
the Licensing Board points out (LBP-82-39, supra, 15
NRC at 1216), the Commission

r.as long . recognized in other areas of. .

reactor regulation that not all matters have to be
definitively resolved on the hearing record.

i

| Certain matters may be "left for the Staff to
i resolve following the hearings." (Consolidated
|

Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point Station, Unit
2), 7 AEC 947, 951-52 (1974)). These matters
typically are of a minor nature and/or are such
that on-the-record procedures, including
cross-examination, would be unlikely to affect the
result.

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

i

.

4
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(b) Unspensored Expert Opinion

Finally, we agree with intervenors that the Board erred-

in admitting into evidence the FEMA national office

evaluation of the corrective actions then underway. Our

analysis is much the same as that we applied to the

admissibility of the FSAR, albeit the two documents vastly

differ in magnitude. See pp. __, supra.EE! The evaluation

~~57/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
Procedurally, the limits are established by Section 189
of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. S 2239,
which entitles interested persons to an adjudicatory
hearing on the issuance of a construction permit or
operating license. This means that an intervenor must
have the opportunity to litigate the substantive
question whether there is reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in
the event of a radiological emergency. The Commission,
may, of course, condition the exercise of that right
upon the meeting of reasonable procedural requirements.
See p. __ supra.

--58/ The FSAR is more than 30 volumes. The FEMA national
view at issue here, presented through the prepared
testirc:ny of : r. Hautan, reads in full es follcws:

Q. Are you familiar with the current
National Office Views of the Federal
Emergency Management Administration as to the
adequacy as to the offsite Emergency response
planning at SONGS II and III?

A. Yes.

Q. What is that view?

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

.. - .__ . . . - . . ._ -__. - . -. . _ _ _ . - - . . . _ - , _.
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i

hy the EEMA national office is essentially a conclusory

expert opinion concerning the state of offsite emergency

planning as of September 24, 1981, and the' ease of,

implementing the needed corrective actions.5E/ But FEMA
,

| witness Nauman, through whose testimony the FEMA national

|

!

58/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)--

A. Given-the commitment of Southern
! California Edison and local jurisdictions to
; the correction of the deficiencies noted in

the FEMA interim findings of June 3rd, 1981,
and their continuing efforts to. correct these

~

deficiencies, it is believed that, providedi

the needed corrective actions are completed,
there is a reasonable assurance adequate>

protective measures can and.will be taken in
the event of a radiological emergency at
SONGS II and III.

; Additional Testimony of Kenneth Nauman, Jr. (September
24, 1981), fol. Tr. 10,420..

59/ As the Licensing Board noted, the testimony is rather
ambiguous. We agree with the Licensing Board's
interpretation of it (LBP-82-39, supra, 15 NRC at
1215-16 (footnote omitted)):,

i

| Read literally, it is tautological: all it really
i seems to say is that FEMA will find the plans to

be adequate, if and when the plans are adequate.
But we reject this reading of the testimony

i because it would then serve no useful purpose. In
: the light of Mr. Nauman's testimony as a whole, we

| read the quoted testimony as a " bottom line"
determination that FEMA is satisfied with the

: adequacy of emergency planning for San Onofre,
subject only to the completion of the previously

; agreed upon corrective action items. Implicit in
this interpretation is a FEMA judgment that the

.
corrective action items are fairly simple and

4 straightforward, not likely subjects of debate.
Otherwise, FEMA presumably could not render a
favorable opinion in advance.

;

. - , , - - - , . - . - - . - . - - - . _ - _ . _ - - . . . . , - . . _ . ..- - - -- , - _ .. - - - -- -
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view was elicited, considered himself incompetent to speak

to any questions regarding those national views. His

i .

Tr.authority, he indicated, ended at the regional level.

10,437-38. Thus, just as with the FSAR, the Board admitted
"

-

expert opinion into evidence despite the proponent's refusal
,

to stand cross-examination on a document it had prepared.

This was error.

The error was not prejudicial, however. Mr. Nauman,

speaking for the FEMA recional office, had reached the same
:

conclusion as to offsite preparedness as the national office

and was willing to stand cross-examination on those

| conclusions. Tr. 10,437-38. His testimony in that capacity

provides the evidentiary basis for the Board's decision on-
the adequacy of emergency planning.60/-- The absence of a

national imprimatur is not critical. As the Board explained

(LBP-82-39, supra, 15 NRC at 1216) :

This TEMA testimony points up the practical
problem that confronts the San Onofre Applicants
and others like them who may not have had enough

;

60/ The testimony did not rise.far above the minimally
| adequate. Much of it was a wearisome train of--

circumlocution. However, it did conclude that the
corrective actions then under way were straightforward
and satisfactory to FEMA. Intervenors have not
advanced 2n evidentiary basis to dispu e that general
cenclusion, nor particularized what corrective actions

:

are claimed to be deficient.

,

i
,

i

!

| -

,
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tire to come into full compliance with the new
emergency planning rule before hearings on their
operating licenses. They must demonstrate to a
board a " reasonable asurance" of adequacy based in
part upon future actions. The Commission has

'

recognized this problem and has addressed it in
part by amending the rule to provide for-

full-scale emergency preparedness excercises after4
'

the hearing. (See 4 6 Fed. Reg. 61134, amendment
to 10 CFR 50. 47 (a) and_ Appendix E.) In so doing,

,

: the Commission recognized that "the findings on
emergency planning required prior to license
issuance are predictive in nature and do not need
to reflect the actual state of preparedness at the
time the finding is made." A licensing board is
to find a " reasonable assurance that therej . . .

. are no barriers to emergency planning-
implementation . " but that consideration "can. .,,

be adequately accounted for by predictive
findings."

:

While a FEIA national review undoubtedly would lend

more weight to a predictive finding of adequacy, we are

unwilling to give it decisive importance. To do so wouldi

run contrary to the Commission's judgment, reflected in its

! recent amendment to 10 CFR S 50.47, that licensing decisions

cn emergency planning issues need not await the rendition of
j

a final FEMA finding.s1

61/ See note 57, supra as to the limits of this approach.
Subsequent FEMA evaluations have borne out the Board's
positive findings based upon the hearing record. As we|

said in our stay decision:

Another training exercise involving these
jurisidictions was carried out on April 15, 1982
and evaluated by FEMA. Although FEMA's evaluation
material is outside the record of these
proceedings, no party objects to our looking at
the evaluation for the specific purpose of

(FOOTMOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
.
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For the foregoing reasons, the Licensing Board's

January 11 and May 14, 1982 decisions authorizing the

issuance of full power operating licenses for San Onofre

Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3, are affirmed,

subject to the following license conditions:

1. Within 120 days applicants are to undertake
further efforts to assemble and to keep current as
reasonably complete a list as possible of
housebound people within the plume emergency
planning zone who would require transportation
assistance in the event of an evacuation.

2. Within 120 days a training program is to be
devloped and initiated to assist Orange County
Transit District bus drivers in the discharge of
their responsibilities in the event of a
radiological emergency at San Onofre.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

_bbh
[ C. Jegn Shoe 7.k c r

_

Secretary to the
Appeal Board

,

61/ (FCOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
confirming that the monitoring capabilities have

--

not deteriorated since the time of the evidentiary
hearing. App. Tr. 82. They have not
deteriorated. We note this summary statement found

,
on page 11 of the evaluation: "Overall, our

|
observations concluded that all jurisdictions
reflected an adequate or better capability to
respond to an offsite emergency at San Onofre
N.G.S."

ALAB-680, supra, 16 NRC at (slip opinion at 28:

n. 20) . See also LBP-82-39, supra, 15 NRC at 1218-19.

I


